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ABSTRACT: Two iron−semiquinoid framework materials,
(H 2 NMe 2 ) 2 Fe 2 (Cl 2 dhbq) 3 (1) and (H 2 NMe 2 ) 4 Fe 3 (Cl 2
dhbq)3(SO4)2 (Cl2 dhbqn− = deprotonated 2,5-dichloro-3,6dihydroxybenzoquinone) (2-SO4), are shown to possess electrochemical capacities of up to 195 mAh/g. Employing a variety of
spectroscopic methods, we demonstrate that these exceptional
capacities arise from a combination of metal- and ligand-centered
redox processes, a result supported by electronic structure
calculations. Importantly, similar capacities are not observed in
isostructural frameworks containing redox-inactive metal ions,
highlighting the importance of energy alignment between metal
and ligand orbitals to achieve high capacities at high potentials in
these materials. Prototype lithium-ion devices constructed using 1 as a cathode demonstrate reasonable capacity retention over 50
cycles, with a peak speciﬁc energy of 533 Wh/kg, representing the highest value yet reported for a metal−organic framework. In
contrast, the capacities of devices using 2-SO4 as a cathode rapidly diminish over several cycles due to the low electronic
conductivity of the material, illustrating the nonviability of insulating frameworks as cathode materials. Finally, 1 is further
demonstrated to access similar capacities as a sodium-ion or potassium-ion cathode. Together, these results demonstrate the
feasibility and versatility of metal−organic frameworks as energy storage materials for a wide range of battery chemistries.

■

activity.6 In the vast majority of metal−organic frameworks,
a low mass percent of metal ions and a large mass percent of
redox-inert ligands typically yields speciﬁc capacities far lower
than those found in dense inorganic solids.7 However,
incorporation of redox-active organic linkers into these
frameworks can enable simultaneous utilization of metalbased and ligand-based redox processes to achieve capacities
that meet or exceed those of traditional cathode materials. In
addition, the void spaces intrinsic to metal−organic frameworks could also facilitate rapid transport of cations or anions,
thereby enabling faster kinetics than those found in conversion
or intercalation electrodes.8 Furthermore, because the mobile
cationic species can be shielded from the framework by solvent
molecules within the pore, cathode materials based on metal−
organic frameworks could address some of the challenges
facing next-generation battery technologies, such as sodiumion and magnesium-ion chemistries.9

INTRODUCTION
Cathode materials for lithium-ion batteries typically rely on
transition metal-based redox couples, such as FeII/III in
LiFePO4 and CoIII/IV in LiCoO2. Despite the prevalence of
these materials, their use of single electron redox couples
imposes a fundamental limitation on the speciﬁc capacities that
can be achieved in energy storage devices.1 In eﬀorts to
surmount this limitation, record capacities have recently been
achieved in oxide materials through utilization of anionic redox
processes, where partial oxidation of the bridging oxygen
ligands substantially increases the charge capacity of the
material.2 However, the formation of oxygen−oxygen bonds in
these materials at high potentials can lead to the release of O2
gas, which forms an insulating layer that inhibits electrochemical cycling.3 Furthermore, these anionic redox processes
are typically associated with large potential polarizations,
sluggish kinetics, and substantial voltage fade after repeated
cycling.4 As such, commercialization of cathode materials that
function based on anionic redox processes requires the use of
ligands that provide increased structural and electrochemical
stability in devices.5
The highly tunable geometric and electronic structures of
metal−organic frameworks provides an intriguing template to
achieve high capacity cathodes based on anionic redox
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Figure 1. Structures of a single two-dimensional layer of 1 (a) and 2-SO4 (b), as viewed down the c-axis. The enlarged window depicts the
Fe3(SO4)2 building unit, as viewed normal to the c-axis. Orange, gray, red, yellow, and green spheres represent Fe, C, O, S, and Cl atoms,
respectively. Solvent and dimethylammonium cations are omitted for clarity. The two-dimensional layers of both phases are eclipsed, resulting in a
one-dimensional channel along the c-axis.

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Syntheses and Structures. The design of a framework
material that is capable of achieving large capacities through
anionic redox chemistry requires careful consideration of the
framework structure and bonding. While incorporation of
redox-active organic moieties into a framework structure is
now relatively common, most examples of this approach are
found in insulating frameworks that exhibit slow transport of
electrons to the redox-active sites.10,14 In contrast, to achieve
reversible ligand-centered redox chemistry in a bulk material,
the organic linker must be placed in direct conjugation with
metal centers or other organic linkers to develop a long-range
conduction pathway. Toward this end, molecules based on 2,5dihydroxybenzoquinone (H2 dhbq) and its derivatives
represent a particularly promising family of organic linkers.
Indeed, frameworks synthesized from these ligands can display
electronic conductivity in which d-π conjugation facilitates
charge hopping between mixed-valent ligand centers.15
Notably, the three redox states of this ligand are readily
accessible in molecular transition metal complexes, such that
each ligand can, in principle, contribute two electrons to the
capacity of these frameworks.16
We previously reported the electrochemical behavior of the
three-dimensional framework material (NBu4)2Fe2(dhbq)3, in
which two nets of opposite chirality are interpenetrated and
locked in place by tetrabutylammonium cations.15b Assuming
full accessibility of metal- (FeII/III) and ligand-centered
(dhbq2/3/4−) redox processes, this material would possess a
capacity of eight electrons per formula unit. While cyclic
voltammetry revealed two quasi-reversible reduction events for
this material, oxidation of the parent framework was
unsuccessful due to the poor mobility of the bulky cations.
Furthermore, the dense packing of the structure resulted in
poor Coulombic eﬃciencies and limited capacity retention
with repeated cycling. To better access the full electrochemical
capacity of this metal−ligand pairing, we turned to the twodimensional structural isomer (H2NMe2)2Fe2(Cl2 dhbq)3·
nDMF(1), which features smaller dimethylammonium cations
and is permanently porous via its hexagonal one-dimensional
channels (Figure 1).17 The material was obtained using a
synthesis similar to those reported for the chromium and
aluminum analogues, starting from Fe(NO3)3 and using in situgenerated dimethylammonium formate as the ligand reduc-

Recently, several metal−organic materials have been shown
to display competitive speciﬁc capacities via anionic redox
activity, but these systems suﬀer from major limitations that
preclude their utilization in practical devices. For example, the
framework Cu(aqdc) (aqdc2− = 2,7anthraquinonedicarboxylate) achieves capacities approaching 160 mAh/g by utilizing
metal- and ligand-centered redox chemistry, but the material is
electronically insulating and therefore requires the use of very
slow charging rates and a large quantity of a conductive
additive.10 The two phases of the coordination solid Cu(TCNQ) (TCNQ− = tetracyanoquinodimethane monoanion)
are conductive and can achieve capacities up to 250 mAh/g,
but their nonporous structure hinders anion insertion during
oxidation, resulting in dissociation into free CuII ions and
neutral TCNQ ligands or conversion to a new phase with low
Coulombic eﬃciency.11 Finally, Co3(hib)2 (hib3− = hexaiminobenzene) achieves capacities of 250 mAh/g at rapid
charging rates, but the low potential required to fully reduce
the ligand limits its speciﬁc energy as a cathode material.12
From these examples, several design criteria can be identiﬁed
for metal−organic framework cathodes utilizing anionic redox
processes. First, the material must possess reasonable
electronic conductivity (>10−5 S/cm) and should ideally be
much more conductive. Second, the material should possess
pores and pore windows large enough to insert both the
cations and the anions present in the electrolyte. Finally, the
redox activity of the organic linker must be accessible at high
potentials to achieve devices with suﬃcient energy density for
practical applications.
Identifying framework materials that meet all three of these
criteria is challenging, largely because the factors inﬂuencing
the conductivity and electrochemical properties of metal−
organic frameworks are still poorly understood.13 Herein, we
report the electrochemical behavior of two iron−semiquinoid
frameworks that combine metal- and ligand-centered redox
activity to achieve large electrochemical capacities at high
potentials. Further, we demonstrate that this redox activity is
unique among structurally similar frameworks, revealing that
partial reduction of the iron centers stabilizes the fully reduced
state of the ligand. Prototype devices based on these materials
achieve high capacity retention over 50 cycles and at current
densities up to 150 mA/g.
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tant.15e,18 This method yields a crystalline black solid with unit
cell parameters similar to those for the material prepared using
the reported synthesis (Figure S1 of the Supporting
Information, SI). The infrared spectrum of 1 is consistent
with the previously reported electronic structure of
(H2NMe2)2FeIII2(Cl2 dhbq2−)(Cl2 dhbq3−)2 (Figure S6).17
During our pursuit of new synthetic conditions for 1, we also
discovered the unreported phase (H 2 NMe 2 ) 4 Fe 3 (Cl 2
dhbq)3(SO4)2·nDMF (2-SO4), which was isolated from the
reaction of Fe(SO4)·7H2O with chloranilic acid. Single-crystal
X-ray diﬀraction revealed that this phase forms a twodimensional, double-walled honeycomb structure with hexagonal channels similar to those observed in 1. In 2-SO4, each
iron center is coordinated by two chloranilate ligands and two
μ3-SO42− groups to form a Fe3(SO4)2 building unit (Figure 1).
Similar incorporation of sulfate ions into an iron−catecholate
framework was previously observed.19 In contrast to 1,
Mössbauer spectroscopy revealed incomplete metal-to-ligand
electron transfer in 2-SO4, with nearly one-third of the iron
ions remaining divalent in character (Figure S8). Notably,
while both metal and ligand mixed-valency exist in 2-SO4, this
material lacks the inﬁnite connectivity of iron and chloranilate
ligands that promote conductivity and magnetic ordering in
1.15c,17 Consistent with this structure, the pressed-pellet
conductivity of 2-SO4 is only 8.4 × 10−5 S/cm, two to three
orders of magnitude lower than that of 1 (Figure S9). Unlike
that in 1, in which d-π conjugation facilitates long-range charge
hopping, the electronic conductivity in 2-SO4 is limited by
weak π−π orbital overlap between chloranilate linkers or
charge hopping mediated by the more ionic sulfate ligands.
Interestingly, the intervalence charge transfer absorption bands
observed for 1 and 2-SO4 display similar bandwidths and
appear at nearly identical energies, suggesting that this
excitation is a localized electronic transition between two
linkers with diﬀerent oxidation states, rather than one
associated with long-range charge transfer (Figure S10).20
This result indicates that conductivity in 1 likely arises from
localized charge hopping, as opposed to band-like transport.
More generally, this result demonstrates that high conductivities can be achieved in metal−organic frameworks in the
absence of band-like transport.
Electrochemical Behavior. To probe the electrochemical
behavior of 1 and 2-SO4, we carried out slow-scan cyclic
voltammetry (Figure 2). As expected, the hexagonal pores and
smaller cations of these phases enable reversible oxidation to
the neutral frameworks via removal of dimethylammonium
cations, unlike the irreversible or inaccessible oxidation
observed in the two- or three-dimensional phases with larger
cations.15b,21 In 1, redox processes centered at E1/2 = 2.71 and
3.25 V vs Li0/+ correspond to reversible reduction of Cl2
dhbq2− and oxidation of Cl2 dhbq3−, (i.e., the Cl2 dhbq2/3−
redox couple). The initial reduction in 1 has been previously
studied through chemical methods, which demonstrated that it
is entirely ligand-centered in character.15c The two observed
processes each correspond to a one-electron reduction or
oxidation of half the linkers in 1. Although solid-state
electrochemical measurements likely overestimate comproportionation constants, the separation of these features corresponds to a Kc ≈ 1.3 × 109 for 1, consistent with the shortrange electron delocalization observed spectroscopically.22 The
cyclic voltammogram of 2-SO4 also displays processes
corresponding to the same ligand-based redox couple, although
the oxidative redox events for 2-SO4 appear as multiple
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Figure 2. Solid-state cyclic voltammograms of 1 (top) and 2-SO4
(bottom), collected at 30 μV/s with lithium counter and reference
electrodes and a 0.1 M LiBF4 electrolyte solution.

features at a much higher potential (E1/2 = 3.77 V vs Li0/+),
corresponding to the combined oxidation of FeII and Cl2
dhbq3−.
Excitingly, both 1 and 2-SO4 display additional reversible
reductions centered at E1/2 = 2.35 and 2.5 V, respectively,
which correspond to reduction of FeIII or reduction of the
linker beyond Cl2 dhbq3−. Integration of the reductive
voltammograms for 1 and 2-SO4 suggest that the combined
redox processes endow the materials with large overall
capacities of 6 and 8 electrons per formula unit (3 and 2.7
electrons per Fe) for 1 and 2-SO4, respectively. Notably, the
electron capacity of 1 corresponds well to two electrons per
linker, which initially suggested primarily ligand-centered redox
activity. However, if the charge capacity of 1 stems entirely
from its organic-based redox chemistry, then isostructural
phases with this ligand should similarly possess large
electrochemical capacities. While we previously demonstrated
that the chromium analogue of 1 possesses an electronic
structure similar to the iron phase and can be reduced
electrochemically to [CrIII2(dhbq3−)3]3−, attempts to access
CrII or dhbq4− at more reducing potentials resulted in
irreversible redox processes.15f Furthermore, cyclic voltammograms of the aluminum and zinc phases display reversible
processes only for the dhbq2/3− couple (Figure S11), and
similar results were previously reported for analogous
cadmium, iron, and mixed manganese−chromium phases
with diﬀerent charge-balancing cations.21,23,24
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Given the accessibility of the dhbq4− state in dinuclear
complexes, the absence of further reductions in these non-iron
materials is somewhat surprising, although the large negative
charges of these frameworks at full reduction may account for
this disparity.16,25 Consequently, the accessibility of this
relative excess of reduction in the iron phases is indicative of
metal−ligand interactions that stabilize the tetraanionic state of
the ligand and are not present for other metal ions. Indeed,
among reported phases, only the highly covalent vanadium
phase displays an electrochemical capacity approaching that of
1, suggesting that energy alignment of metal and ligand orbitals
in these systems may play a critical role in determining their
electrochemical capacities.15f Consistent with this hypothesis, a
similar eﬀect is seen in some oxides, such as LiCoO2, in which
X-ray absorption spectroscopy has revealed that the formally
CoIII/IV redox couple involves substantial oxygen character due
to the covalent nature of the metal−ligand interactions.26
Along these lines, covalency in 1, or at least matching between
metal and ligand reduction potentials, may give rise to a ligandcentered reduction with a substantial contribution from ironbased orbitals.
To better understand the nature of the excess redox activity
in the iron phases relative to their non-iron congeners, we
turned to ex situ Mössbauer spectroscopy measurements of the
electrochemically oxidized and reduced materials (see
Experimental Details in the SI and Figures 3 and S8). As
expected, in their fully oxidized state, both frameworks possess
primarily high-spin FeIII sites. The presence of slightly
inequivalent FeIII sites likely results from a distribution of
cations and anions within the pores of both materials. In the
case of 1, the iron ions remain almost entirely trivalent in
character when the framework is subsequently reduced back to
its original charge state, although a small amount of FeII is also
observed, possibly due to uneven electrochemical reduction of
the sample (Figure S12). Upon full electrochemical reduction,
both 1 (Figure 3) and 2-SO4 (Figure S8) display substantial
high-spin FeII character, roughly 35% and 66%, respectively,
suggesting metal-centered reduction plays a role in increasing
the capacity of these iron−semiquinoid phases. Despite the
presence of metal-based mixed-valency, neither phase displays
evidence for iron-based valence delocalization at high temperature, suggesting valence-trapping of the FeII sites in the
reduced compounds.15g Notably, the extent of iron reduction
observed in 1 and 2-SO4 is not suﬃcient to explain the full
electrochemical capacity of the materials, suggesting that metal
and ligand reduction occur simultaneously. Furthermore, upon
electrochemical reduction, ex situ infrared spectroscopy
measurements reveal redshifts in the quinone stretching
frequencies with νCO = 1417and 1412 cm−1 for 1 and 2-SO4,
respectively, consistent with partial ligand reduction to the
tetraanionic state. The ex situ UV−vis−NIR spectrum of
reduced 1 reveals the disappearance of a metal-to-ligand charge
transfer band at 18 000 cm−1, due to the ﬁlling of ligand-based
orbitals (Figures 4 and S6). On the basis of these results, the
redox states of the materials in the reduced states can be
formally assigned as [Fe II 0.7 Fe III 1.3 (Cl2dhbq 3− ) 0.7 (Cl 2
dhbq4−)2.3]6− and [FeII2FeIII(Cl2 dhbq4−)3(SO4)2]9− for 1
and 2-SO4, respectively.
Although the partial iron reduction in these materials
explains only a portion of their overall capacity, it is evident
that this metal-centered reduction is intimately linked to the
stabilization of the tetraanionic ligand. Indeed, the orbital
energies of the iron ions should increase upon partial
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Figure 3. Mössbauer spectra of 1 at full oxidation and varying levels of
reduction, where x corresponds to Lix(H2NMe2)2Fe2(Cl2 dhbq)3.
Gray crosses correspond to experimental data, while black, blue, and
orange lines correspond to overall ﬁts, ﬁts of high-spin FeIII sites, and
ﬁts of high-spin FeII sites, respectively. All spectra were recorded at
100 K. A full list of ﬁt parameters can be found in Table S3.

reduction, potentially facilitating improved ligand-to-metal
charge transfer interactions that stabilize the reduced ligand.
Interestingly, Mössbauer spectroscopy of partially reduced
samples of 1 revealed that the extent of FeII character remains
nearly constant over the range x = 2−4 in
Lix(H2NMe2)2Fe2(Cl2 dhbq)3, suggesting that a small amount
of metal-centered reduction may trigger the subsequent ligandcentered reduction (Figures 3 and S13). We note that ligand
reduction to the tetraanionic state was not observed in a
related framework with fully FeII character, suggesting that the
similar reduction potentials of the metal and ligand plays a
larger role in stabilizing this state than the presence of FeII.24
Electronic Structure Calculations. The initial reduction
of 1 is expected to be entirely ligand-centered, based on our
previously reported molecular orbital model for the framework
and corresponding experimental data.15c,f However, this model
predicts subsequent reductions to be primarily metal-centered,
in contrast to the above spectroscopic analysis. This
discrepancy suggests that a more complex bonding model is
needed to fully understand and predict the true electrochemical behavior in these systems. Toward this end, further
insight into the electronic structure of these systems was
obtained from density functional theory (DFT) calculations
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charge n = −2 to −6) (Table 1), and a uniform background
charge ﬁeld (with suﬃcient charge to maintain charge
neutrality) was used to model the disordered cations in the
pores of these frameworks.
Table 1. Cumulative Energy Gain (ΔE) for Simulated
Reductions of Fe-Based 1 and the Isostructural Cr Phase,
Calculated with PBE+Ua
Unit Cell Charge
−2
−3
−4
−5
−6

ΔE, Fe (eV)
0.00
−2.69
−4.67
−6.47
−7.43

(−2.69)
(−1.98)
(−1.80)
(−0.96)

ΔE, Cr (eV)
0.00
−1.71
−2.68
−3.71
−4.43

(−1.71)
(−0.97)
(−1.03)
(−0.72)

a

The numbers in parentheses correspond to the energy gained for
each subsequent reduction.

Our calculations suggest that the ﬁrst reduction (n = −3) of
1 is entirely ligand-centered, matching the experimental results.
The second and third reductions (n = −4 and −5) were found
to be most favorable as metal-centered reductions, while the
fourth reduction (n = −6) was found again to be ligandcentered, with [FeII2(Cl2 dhbq3−)2(Cl2 dhbq4−)]6− representing the most stable conﬁguration for the fully reduced state
(Table S7). In all cases, the iron charge state was determined
using the atomic spin density on the iron atoms. Electron
density diﬀerence maps for ligand- and metal-centered
reductions are depicted in Figures S14 and S15. The
computational results are in agreement with the predictions
generated from the molecular orbital model developed
previously for 1, but diverge from experimental results here
that show substantial FeIII character in the fully reduced
framework. As such, we further modeled the reduced
conﬁgurations by employing the HSE06 functional with a
modiﬁed percentage of Hartree−Fock exchange.27 With this
functional, the ﬁrst two reductions were found to be similar to
the results using PBE+U, but the third and fourth reductions
were found to be ligand-centered and metal-centered,
respectively, indicating a change in the site localization of the
intermediate reductions (Table S9). However, the most stable
conﬁguration for the fully reduced form was still observed to
be exclusively FeII in character, and further attempts to model
supercells of 1 revealed similar results.
Despite the disagreement with experiment, these results
highlight the comparable energies of the FeII/III and
Cl2dhbq3/4− couples, which likely play a role in explaining
the accessibility of the highly reduced states in 1 and 2-SO4.
Furthermore, the calculated FeII reduced states are highly
localized on one iron site, in accord with the Mössbauer data
(Figure S15). In contrast, all simulated reductions of the
chromium analogue were found to be localized on the ligand,
while attempts to computationally access a CrII structure
consistently converged to a CrIII structure with concomitant
ligand reduction. A comparison of the energy gains (ΔE) for
each subsequent reduction in the iron and chromium phases is
shown in Table 1, where ΔE corresponds to the calculated
energy diﬀerence between the reduced (n−) and assynthesized (2−) phases. While ΔE is negative in all cases,
due to the increasing number of electrons with reduction, the
energy gains for each subsequent reduction should qualitatively
reﬂect the relative ease of reduction in both systems. Notably,
the energies of each subsequent reduction in the chromium

Figure 4. (a) Infrared spectrum for 1, as-synthesized and at full
reduction. Dashed lines highlight the quinone vibrational modes.
Corresponding (b) UV−vis−NIR spectra and (c) powder X-ray
diﬀraction patterns. The broad amorphous feature from Q = 0.20−
0.28 Å−1 is due to the borosilicate capillary used during the
measurement. A magniﬁed diﬀraction pattern for reduced 1 can be
found in Figure S7.

using the PBE+U method for a periodic unit cell of 1 and its
chromium analogue. The negative charge of the framework
unit cell was systematically increased to probe the localization
of the added electron at each level of reduction, from the assynthesized state to the four electron reduced state (unit cell
2657
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Figure 5. (a) Charge and discharge curves for 1 at various charging rates. Capacities over the ﬁrst 15 cycles at each charging rate are depicted in
Figure S17. (b) Discharge capacities and Coulombic eﬃciencies for 1 over 50 cycles at 40 mA/g. (c) Diﬀerential capacity proﬁles and (d) charge
and discharge curves for 1 for cycle 10, 25, and 50 at 40 mA/g. The changing proﬁle at the highest level of reduction indicates that full discharge
may result in some material instability. Outlier points in the diﬀerential capacity proﬁle have been removed for clarity.

phase were found to be less favorable than the corresponding
energies for 1. Furthermore, the cumulative energy gain for 1
for the reduction corresponding n = 3−6 was found to be 4.74
eV, compared to only 2.72 eV for the chromium phase. Thus,
while the electronic structure of these simulated reductions
does not perfectly match the experimental results, it
demonstrates that the combined metal- and ligand-centered
reduction of 1 plays a key role in enabling its large
electrochemical capacity compared to other phases with the
same ligand.
One possible explanation for the deviation between
computations and experiment in these frameworks is a strong
interaction between the framework and reductively inserted
lithium cations. Ex situ powder X-ray diﬀraction of electrochemically reduced 1 reveals a slight contraction in the c-axis
lattice spacing, despite the expected insertion of four solvated
lithium cations (Figure 4). This contraction suggests that
lithium ions may bridge two adjacent layers via coordination to
the ligand oxygens. The charge polarization from this
interaction could in turn stabilize a ligand-centered reduction
more than predicted by the uniform charge distribution used in
the electronic structure calculations above.
Cathode Performance. Iron-based cathode materials are
highly sought due to the higher elemental abundance and

lower cost of iron compared to other commonly used metals,
particularly cobalt and nickel.28 Both 1 and 2-SO4 possess
capacities in excess of two electrons per transition metal ion,
which suggests their potential viability as high-capacity cathode
materials. Indeed, the electron capacities obtained from cyclic
voltammetry correspond to theoretical capacities of 195 and
184 mAh/g, respectively, both of which exceed the speciﬁc
capacity of LiFePO4 (170 mAh/g).
To assess the potential cathode performance of 1 and 2-SO4
in a Li-ion battery, we performed electrochemical cycling of
both frameworks in lithium half-cells with a 0.1 M LiBF4
propylene carbonate electrolyte. Because the as-synthesized
frameworks are in a partially discharged state, all cycling
experiments were preceded by a single precycle (discharged to
1.8 V and charged to 4.2 V) to reach a fully charged state
(Figure S18). Reduced capacities were consistently observed
for cells which were charged prior to an initial discharge,
potentially related to exfoliation of the neutral material or
increased anion insertion during the initial charge. The rate
dependence of the discharge capacities for 1 and 2-SO4 is
shown in Figures 5 and S16. 2-SO4 achieves a stable discharge
capacity of only 165 mAh/g, representing 90% of the
theoretical value, even at charging rates as low as 10 mA/g.
With increased charging rates, the discharge capacity of 2-SO4
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experiments, suggesting that framework dissolution does not
occur during the course of electrochemical cycling, in contrast
to other high-capacity coordination solids proposed as
candidate cathode materials.11a
We note that all capacity and energy density values reported
here for 1 and 2-SO4 are calculated based on the masses of the
as-synthesized framework materials, which include dimethylammonium cations. Accounting for only the mass of the host
lattice, as is typical for metal−organic frameworks, the speciﬁc
capacity and energy of 1 are 220 mAh/g and 600 Wh/kg,
respectively. Furthermore, the chloride substituents in 1 do not
contribute to the electrochemical capacity; thus, substitution of
the Cl2 dhbqn− ligands with dhbqn− or F2 dhbqn− could further
boost the capacity of 1 to above 300 mAh/g.32 While our
attempts to synthesize the nonchlorinated analogues of 1 have
not yet yielded the isostructural phases, we expect that the
redox activity observed here could easily be extended to
framework-based cathodes with capacities and energy densities
that surpass those of state-of-the-art cathode materials (Figure
S19).
Ion Insertion Mechanism. Given that most metal−
organic frameworks are electronic insulators, electron transport
to redox-active sites is often assumed to be the rate-limiting
factor in their performance as cathode materials. In poorly
conductive frameworks such as 2-SO4, this assumption likely
holds. However, in more conductive frameworks such as 1, ion
transport can become a larger barrier to achieving fast charging
rates. Ion transport in microporous materials is still poorly
understood and is highly dependent on the pore environment
of the material. While designing frameworks possessing large
charge capacities and high conductivities is alone challenging,
understanding the mechanism and rate of ion transport
through framework-based cathode materials represents an
equally important challenge. Ideally, the negatively charged
framework would act as a weakly coordinating network that
enables low-barrier cation transport in the pore, although
previous studies on ion transport in metal−organic frameworks
suggest this is not the case.8a Unlike dense solid-state materials,
where the alkali metal cation is the lone mobile species,
microporous materials may possess complex mobile species
involving cations, anions, and solvent molecules, and nanoconﬁnement of these species further complicates transport
processes.33 Moreover, cathode reduction may involve a
mixture of cation insertion and anion deinsertion, and the
mobile species may change over the course of electrochemical
cycling.34 This uncertainty hinders the ability to design porous
cathode materials with optimized electronic and ionic
transport, particularly for multivalent cations.9a,31 For example,
both 1 and 2-SO4 display large voltage hysteresis between
charging and discharging (Figures 5a and S16), despite the
absence of a structural transformation. At higher potentials,
this polarization is largely independent of charging rate, while a
pronounced increase in polarization voltage is observed at low
potentials with increased charging rates. Understanding the
mechanism of this polarization is critical for obtaining
improved performance in framework-based cathodes.
In order to better understand the nature of the mobile ionic
species in 1, we explored the cation and anion dependence of
its electrochemical performance (Figure 6). If the primary
mobile species are mononuclear alkali metal ions, then smaller
cations are expected to display improved capacities and
kinetics, with little dependence on the nature of the anion.
In fact, pronounced dependences are observed for both the

rapidly decreases, reaching a value of only 104 mAh/g (57% of
theoretical) at 40 mA/g. Furthermore, at 40 mA/g, the
electrochemical capacity of 2-SO4 rapidly decreases, even over
15 cycles (Figure S17). This poor cathode performance of 2SO4 can likely be explained by its relatively low electronic
conductivity, highlighting the limited utility of metal−organic
frameworks with low conductivity in electrode applications.10,14c,29 Sulfate loss upon reduction or lithium-ion
trapping at sulfate sites could also contribute to poor cyclability
in 2-SO4.
In contrast, the more conductive framework material 1
displays improved capacity retention at larger speciﬁc currents.
For example, 1 achieves 100% of its theoretical capacity of 195
mAh/g up to 20 mA/g, and maintains capacities of 155 mAh/g
(79% retention) at 80 mA/g and 141 mAh/g (72% retention)
at 150 mA/g. At all charging rates, an increase in capacity is
observed during the initial cycles, with Coulombic eﬃciencies
exceeding 100% (Figure S17). This increase in capacity likely
arises from a gradual deinsertion of bulky dimethylammonium
cations, which enables improved transport of the mobile
lithium species. The sloped discharge proﬁle of 1, in contrast
to the staircase proﬁle seen in many inorganic cathodes, is
characteristic of a solid solution cathode. This classiﬁcation is
further supported by the ex situ powder X-ray diﬀraction
pattern of the reduced material, which shows no evidence for a
phase change upon reduction (Figure 4).30 Notably, 1 achieves
a peak speciﬁc energy of 533 Wh/kg at 20 mA/g, the highest
yet reported for a metal−organic framework, and 386 Wh/kg
at 80 mA/g (Figure S19).31 The high energy output delivered
by 1 is due to the relatively high potential of the ﬁnal ligand
reduction, particularly when compared to other frameworks
achieving large capacities from highly reduced ligands.12 Thus,
both the charge capacity and energy density of 1 likely stem
directly from the signiﬁcant stabilization of the fully reduced
ligand by covalent metal−ligand interactions.
To assess the long-term stability of 1, we evaluated its
discharge capacity over 50 cycles between 1.8 and 4.2 V at 40
mA/g (Figure 5). The capacity of 1 increases over the ﬁrst 10
cycles, brieﬂy stabilizing at 167 mAh/g, with peak gravimetric
and volumetric energy densities of 453 Wh/kg and 445 Wh/L.
The capacity and energy density then gradually decrease to
147 mAh/g (88% retention) and 403 Wh/kg (89% retention)
by cycle 50, with Coulombic eﬃciencies ranging from 98 to
99.5%. Importantly, the high-potential (4.2 to 2.6 V) region of
the discharge proﬁles for 1 remains nearly identical over 50
cycles, suggesting the framework does not degrade over the
course of electrochemical cycling; rather, the decrease in
capacity can be attributed primarily to the low-potential (2.6 to
1.8 V) region, in which combined metal and ligand reduction
occurs (Figure 5). Indeed, the diﬀerential capacity proﬁles for
1 display increased asymmetry in the low-potential region over
the course of electrochemical cycling. By cycle 50, the
reductive feature near 2.25 V and the oxidative shoulder near
2.5 V are substantially diminished, suggesting slight irreversibility at the highest levels of reduction. Changes in the
conductivity of 1 at full reduction may contribute to this
irreversibility, as well as interfaces formed by tetraﬂuoroboratebased electrolytes that are known to alter the cycling stability
of cathode materials. Given the localized electronic structure of
these states, the loss of capacity may also relate to a polaronic
distortion that limits the reversibility of the reduction or traps
Li+ ions coordinated to the framework. Importantly, the
electrolyte solution remained colorless following cycling
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Electron transport is expected to be two-dimensional along the
ab-plane, with little contribution from interlayer charge
hopping. In contrast, ion transport is expected to occur
through the one-dimensional pores along the c-axis, which is
perpendicular to the direction of electron transport. This
mismatch between electron and ion transport is highly unusual
in cathode materials, and its eﬀect on the electrochemical data
presented here is not immediately evident.

■

CONCLUSIONS
The foregoing results demonstrate that combined metal- and
linker-centered redox chemistry can be utilized in the metal−
organic framework materials 1 and 2-SO4 to realize electrochemical capacities rivaling those of traditional cathode
materials. The spectroscopic and electrochemical data
presented demonstrate that the adjacent reduction potentials
for iron and chloranilate are critical for accessing the
exceptional capacity in these frameworks, while electronic
structure calculations illustrate the comparable energies of
metal and ligand reduction. The combination of conductivity,
porosity, and metal-linker covalency in 1 gives rise to energy
densities up to 533 Wh/kg and high charge capacity retention
at charging rates up to 150 mA/g. While further enhancement
of capacity and discharge potential are required for framework
materials to compete with inorganic cathodes, these results
suggest that the design of new framework-based cathode
materials should focus on identifying new metal−organic linker
pairings that may feature similar bonding interactions, using
combined computational and experimental screening. Such an
approach could lead not only to the identiﬁcation of new
cathode materials, but also to the discovery frameworks that
can stabilize highly reduced organic species through covalent
interactions. Indeed, reduced forms of 1 may display improved
conductivity or interesting magnetic properties, and eﬀorts are
now underway to isolate and study chemically reduced
samples. Finally, the cation and anion dependence of the
electrochemical behavior shown here make apparent the need
for improved understanding of ion transport in crystalline
microporous solids.
While metal−organic framework cathodes could potentially
be applied to next-generation battery technologies, particularly
those using multivalent cations, it is ﬁrst necessary to identify
the eﬀects of pore size and environment on ion transport.
Larger pores, higher electrolyte concentrations, and chelating
polyether solvents may screen cation-framework interactions to
promote rapid diﬀusion through the pore.35 Framework pores
speciﬁcally designed to limit these interactions would greatly
enhance the potential of these materials in fast-charging and
high power energy storage applications. The continued
development of metal−organic framework-based cathodes
will rely on improved understanding of the electronic and
ionic transport behavior of these materials.

Figure 6. Cation (upper) and anion (lower) dependence of the
discharge capacity for 1. Discharge curves were collected with TFSI−
for the cation dependence and Li+ for the anion dependence. All
curves shown represent the peak capacity achieved over 15 cycles.

cationic and anionic components of the electrolyte. Using the
bis(triﬂuoromethanesulfonyl)imide (TFSI−) salts of Li+, Na+,
and K+, 1 displays the largest capacity with sodium, followed
by potassium and lithium. However, lithium displays a smaller
polarization than the larger metal ions. Similarly, the BF4−
anion displays the largest capacity, followed by PF6− and
TFSI−. The anion dependence of the capacity tracks with the
size of the anion, suggesting anions present in the pores of 1
may reduce the ionic mobility.
In all cases shown here, the voltage hysteresis between
charging and discharging is substantially larger near full
reduction, which can possibly be attributed to two primary
factors. First, the highly anionic framework should interact
more strongly with cations, hindering their ability to move
within the pores. Second, the fully reduced framework could
experience pore clogging as additional solvated cations insert
into the framework. While these initial studies highlight that
ion transport in metal−organic frameworks cannot be modeled
as simple diﬀusion of solvated cations, they do not address the
nature of the mobile species or entirely explain the observed
cation and anion dependences. Further investigations aimed to
address these points will be the focus of future work.
Additionally, these results highlight the versatility of metal−
organic frameworks cathodes, as similar capacities are obtained
for a range of battery chemistries.
Beyond this electrolyte dependence, we note that the
insertion mechanism of 1 is particularly unusual in that
electron and ion transport are not dimensionally coupled.

■

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Synthesis of (H2NMe2)2Fe2(Cl2 dhbq)3(DMF)0.4 (1). In a roundbottom ﬂask, a solution of chloranilic acid (257 mg) and
dimethylamine (171 μL of a 0.2 M aqueous solution) in 6 mL of
DMF was sparged with Ar for 15 min. A separate, freshly prepared
aqueous solution of 1 M Fe(NO3)3 (10 mL) was sparged with Ar for
15 min. In air, 140 μL of the Fe(NO3)3 solution was quickly added to
1.4 mL of the DMF solution in a thick-walled borosilicate tube. The
reaction mixture was degassed with three freeze−pump−thaw cycles,
and then the tube was ﬂame-sealed and placed in an oven preheated
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to 120 °C. After 18 h, the tube was removed from the oven and
allowed to cool to ambient temperature. The resulting black powder
was ﬁltered inside a vacuum atmospheres glovebox with a humid N2
atmosphere, and was then transferred to an MBraun glovebox with a
dry Ar atmosphere. The crude product was soaked in 10 mL of DMF
for 24 h, and then the supernatant was decanted and replaced with
fresh DMF. This washing procedure was repeated two more times,
and then the solid was ﬁltered and rinsed with 1 mL of THF. The
DMF-solvated material was then soaked in 10 mL of THF at 50 °C
for 48 h, during which time the solvent was replaced with fresh THF
three times. The material was then activated at 120 °C under reduced
pressure to aﬀord 1 as a black powder. Yield: 15 mg (26%). Anal.
Calcd for C23.2Cl6Fe2H18.8N2.4O12.4: C, 32.6; H, 2.2; N, 3.9. Found: C,
32.5; H, 2.3; N, 4.2. For spectroscopic and electrochemical
experiments, many individual batches of the material were synthesized
separately and combined for washing, activation, and characterization.
IR (solid-ATR): 2786 (w), 1655 (s), 1478 (s), 1340 (s), 1251 (m),
1224 (m), 1190 (w), 1094 (m), 1060 (m), 1021 (m), 962 (w), 830
(w), 661 (m), and 488 (m) cm−1.
Synthesis of (H2NMe2)4Fe3(Cl2 dhbq)3(SO4)2(DMF)1.4(THF)1.0
(2-SO4). Under Ar, 100 mL of anhydrous, degassed DMF was added
to a ﬂame-dried Schlenk ﬂask. To this ﬂask was added chloranilic acid
(168 mg, 0.800 mmol) and FeSO4·7H2O (345 mg, 1.24 mmol). The
reaction was heated to 130 °C with stirring for 24 h. The reaction was
subsequently allowed to cool, and the black solid was allowed to settle
to the bottom of the ﬂask. The DMF was decanted and then replaced
with 50 mL of fresh DMF. This washing procedure was repeated two
more times, and then the ﬂask was transferred to an Ar-ﬁlled
glovebox. The microcrystalline powder was then ﬁltered and rinsed
with THF, and then soaked in 10 mL of THF at 50 °C for 48 h,
during which time the solvent was replaced with fresh THF three
times. The material was then activated at 120 °C under reduced
pressure to aﬀord 2-SO4 as a black powder. Yield: 124 mg (34%).
Anal. Calcd for C34.5Cl6Fe3H50.5N5.4O22.5S2: C, 30.8; H, 3.8; N, 5.6; S,
4.7. Found: C, 31.3; H, 3.4; N, 5.7; S, 4.3. IR (solid-ATR) 1508 (s),
1483 (s), 1351 (m), 1315 (s), 1182 (w), 1052 (s), 999 (s), 899 (w),
854 (m), 642 (w), 573 (s), 508 (m) cm−1.
Preparation of Single Crystals of Solvated (H2NMe2)4Fe3(Cl2
dhbq)3(SO4)2 (2-SO4). A thick-walled borosilicate tube was charged
with FeSO4·7H2O (12 mg, 0.041 mmol), chloranilic acid (5.6 mg,
0.027 mmol), and anhydrous DMF (3 mL). The purple solution was
degassed with three freeze−pump−thaw cycles, and the tube was
sealed under vacuum. The reaction was heated to 120 °C for 24 h,
and was then allowed to cool to ambient temperature to yield black,
hexagonal single crystals of solvated 2-SO4.
Computational Details. Periodic DFT calculations were
performed without any symmetry constraints using the Vienna ab
initio Simulation Package (VASP).36 During the geometry optimizations, both atomic positions and the lattice parameters were
allowed to relax. We employed the PBE37 exchange−correlation
functional plus U method with 520 eV plane-wave cutoﬀ (further
discussion of the choice of U is included in the SI). A Hellman−
Feynman force criterion of 0.05 eV/Å was used on each relaxed ion.
For the electronic minimization, we used a convergence criterion of
10−6 eV. The core−valence electron interactions were described by
using the projector augmented wave (PAW) method38 with H (1s), C
(2s, 2p), O (2s, 2p), Cl (3s, 3p), Fe (4s, 3d), and Cr (4s, 3d)
electrons being treated as valence states. Dispersion eﬀects were
included through the D3-correction39 with Becke-Johnson damping.40
A 1 × 1 × 2 k-point mesh was used for the sampling of the ﬁrst
Brillouin zone41 during geometry optimization (see Table S3 for kpoint mesh convergence).
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